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ABSTRACT The wind turbine is usually integrated into the power grid via back to back converter, and the
inertia is decreased. Virtual synchronous machine (VSM) control was proposed to improve inertia of the
wind farm. While for the doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)–based wind farm with traditional control
strategy, sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) has become a significant problem when it is connected to series
compensation transmission lines. Therefore, the impacts of VSM control strategy for DFIG on SSR need to
be investigated. In this paper, a detailed small-signal stability analysis model of the VSM control strategy
is first established and eigenvalue analysis is then carried out. SSR in the wind farm with the VSM control
under different series compensation levels, controller parameters and wind speeds is analyzed, and it is
also compared to that in the wind farm with the conventional vector control strategy (VC). Simulations are
performed in PSCAD/EMTDC to verify the result of SSR analysis.

INDEX TERMS SSR, VSM, eigenvalue analysis, wind power plant.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wind power generation develops quickly in recent years
with global installation of 591 GW by the end of 2018.
The installed capacity in China made up nearly 35.7%
(211,392 MW), which is much larger than those in USA
(96,665 MW) and Europe (189,606 MW) [1]. As the pene-
tration of wind power generation increases, the function of
synchronous generators (SG) is weakened and system con-
trollability is gradually lost. Therefore, more and more grid
support converters control techniques for the wind turbines
have been developed in recent years.

Virtual synchronous machine (VSM) has attracted more
and more research interest during the past decade. It was
firstly introduced in 2007 [2] in the context of the decrease
of the total system inertia due to more and more traditional
synchronous generators were replaced by renewable energy
generation sources with power electronic converters. By
means of mimicking the inertia and damping property of SG
through the well-known swing equation, VSM can control

The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Ke Gu.

the dynamic performance of a renewable energy generator in
a similar way as SG does. A better active power-frequency
response can be provided for grid-connected converters as
well [3]. So far, the concept of VSM has been successfully
implemented in real power systems, for instance, the Euro-
pean project VSYNC [4]. VSM is mainly applied in sys-
tems with grid-connected voltage source converters (VSC),
e.g. full-capacity wind power plants [5], [6], doubly-fed
induction generator (DFIG)-based wind farms [7], [8], high
voltage DC (HVDC) transmission systems [9], photovoltaic
(PV) plants [10] and compensation devices [11], etc. In [5],
a synchronverter-based control strategy was proposed for
the converters in a PMSG-based system, which has greatly
improved the performance of the wind turbine under different
system conditions. In [6], a virtual generator control method
in combination with a minute-level energy storage was pro-
posed for full capacity converter wind turbines, which has
improved the system dynamic response. In [9], based on the
synchronverter technique, a parameter tuning method was
proposed to emulate SGs by using rectifiers and inverters
in a HVDC transmission system. A control strategy was
proposed in [10] to make PV plants work like a SG through
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energy storage systems, and the transient stability of power
systems was successfully enhanced. In [11], VSM concept
was extended and successfully applied to STATCOM, which
has achieved flexible controls.

Massive penetration of wind power generation has changed
the system framework and made the system characteristics
become more and more complicated [12]. Sub-synchronous
resonance (SSR) is one of the hot topics and has attracted
a lot of interests. SSR in wind farms was first presented
and discussed in n[13], but didn’t attract much attention
until the accident happened in the Texas southern power grid
in 2009 [14]. The accident was triggered due to a line fault
which leads to a radial connection between wind farms and
series compensation transmission lines. Since then, similar
oscillations were observed in other wind-integrated power
systems, e.g., in Buffalo Ridge area of Minnesota [15], in
Hebei province in North China [16], etc. Mechanism analysis
and mitigation solutions on SSR in DFIG-based wind farms
have been carried out in [17]–[24]. These observed oscilla-
tions were found similar to induction generator effect (IGE)
of thermal power generators [17], which will be triggered
when the negative rotor equivalent resistance exceeds the
total system resistance under sub-synchronous frequency.
This kind of IGE can be affected by different factors, such
as series compensation level of transmission lines, wind
speed [18], network topology [19] and spatial distribution of
wind farms [20]. Particularly, controllers for rotor side con-
verter (RSC) in DFIG play significant roles in SSR. Increase
of proportional gain and reduction of integral time constant in
proportional integral (PI) controllers will exacerbate system
instability [21]. When it comes to SSR mitigation, additional
damping controller is usually appended [22]. In this way, con-
verters can continuously track sub-synchronous components
and then generate opposite components to damp oscillations.
Timely and effective data measurement and transmission
among the network are significant in this situation [25], [26].
Additionally, implementation of the flexible ac transmission
system (FACTS) devices is also considered to be an effective
way to suppress SSR [23], [24].

It has to bementioned that the DFIG in above SSR research
mostly adopts conventional vector control (VC) with phase-
locked loop (PLL). How a DFIG with the VSM control
behaves in the case of SSR has not been studied. Meanwhile,
previous work on the VSM were mostly focused on their
superiority on frequency support, rather than certain violent
oscillations. The impacts of VSM on SSR need to be further
investigated.

In this paper, a DFIGmodel with a VSM control strategy in
a typical SSR system is first presented. Dynamic performance
of SSR is then analyzed in comparison with that in the wind
farm with conventional VC strategy. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In section II, a brief description of the
wind farm system with VSM or VC control strategy is pro-
vided. In section III, a small-signal stability analysis model
of the VSM control strategy is proposed. Then, eigenvalue
analysis results of the system are presented in section IV.

In section V, based on eigenvalue analysis and dynamic sim-
ulation, the impacts of the VSM control strategy on SSR are
analyzed under different operating conditions, and also com-
pared with that of the conventional VC. Section VI concludes
the paper.

II. DFIG-BASED WIND FARM WITH DIFFERENT
CONTROL STRATEGIES
A. DFIG-BASED WIND FARM SYSTEM
As shown in Fig. 1, the wind farm in the study system
derived from IEEE first benchmark can be represented by an
aggregated DFIGmodel [27]. The stator is directly connected
to the set-up transformer T1, which can scale wind turbine
capacity (2-MW units) to 890MW by setting the scale factor
as 445 [28]. Grid side converter (GSC) is responsible for
controlling the DC-link voltage and terminal reactive power.
The wind farm is then connected to a 539-kV bus through the
set-up transformer T2. In order to reproduce the SSR incident
in Texas, the transmission line L2 will be tripped to create
a radial connection between the wind farm and the series
compensation line L1 [29]. The parameters of the wind farm
system can be found in Table 3 in Appendix.

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the DFIG-based wind farm system for
SSR study.

B. VIRTUAL SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE CONTROL
The VSM-based control strategy in the RSC was proposed
in [7], [8] and has been shown in Fig. 2. The active power
imbalance is used to generate the phase angle of rotor
voltage θr based on the concept of VSM:

Tj
dω
dt
= Pm − Ps − D(ω − ωs) (1)

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of the virtual synchronous machine (VSM)
control for DFIG.
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where Tj and D represent the inertia constant and damp-
ing coefficient, respectively. Pm is the emulated mechanical
power, while Ps is the electrical power. ωs is the angular
frequency of the grid, and ω is the rotating speed of the
machine. The reactive power imbalance is used to produce
the amplitude of rotor voltage Ur . In this way, the rotor
voltage vector Urabc can be generated after coordinate trans-
formation. Note that the phase angle θr is varying at a speed
of ωs − ωr in normal state, guaranteeing a synchronous
speed of Urabc when the vector is applied to rotor directly.
A virtual resistance Rv is then adopted to limit the rotor
current transients. U c

rabc is the actual rotor excitation volt-
age controlled by converters. Compared to conventional VC,
the VSM control strategy has been proved superior at pro-
viding system appropriate inertial and therefore having an
excellent dynamic frequency support ability [7], [8].

C. CONVENTIONAL VC WITH PLL
The configuration of the conventional VC strategy in the RSC
is also shown in Fig. 3. Stator-flux oriented control strategy
is adopted so that the system can apply decoupled control
of active and reactive power. Voltage feed-forward compen-
sation is calculated and added into the control loop. PLL is
adopted to calculate the phase angle of terminal voltage θpll .
Stator flux position can be easily achieved due to the fixed
phase angle deviation (π/2) between the vector of stator
voltage and flux where the stator resistance is neglected.
The obtained flux phase angle and the measured rotor space
angle θ rr are used to the coordinate transformation of rotor
voltage and current between rotating d-q coordinates and
static three-phase coordinates.

FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of the conventional vector control (VC)
for DFIG.

D. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE TWO CONTROL
STRATEGIES
1) REFERENCE FRAME OF THE CONTROL
Different to the fact that VC is established on the rotating
d-q reference frame using the PLL, VSM has no oriented
vector control. It generates the rotor voltage vector Urabc
in polar coordinates and then converts it into a static three
phase reference frame. The angular frequency of Urabc is

FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of the rotor voltage vector in the VSM
control.

significantly affected by rotor dynamics rather than terminal
voltage. The reason is that the generatedUr and θr are directly
applied to the rotor. Therefore, the rotor excitation voltage
can be considered to be decoupled from the terminal stator
voltage due to its independent frequency control.

2) CONTROL OF ROTOR CURRENT TRANSIENTS
In the VC, rotor current is completely controlled by the PI
controllers in the inner current loop. However, in the VSM,
there is only a current limit (Rv) that used to control the rotor
current transients. Therefore, the VSM has almost sacrificed
the detailed transient control of rotor current, which would
result in a worse transient performance.

III. SMALL SIGNAL MODEL FOR VSM CONTROL
STRATEGY
A small-signal model of the VSMcontrol strategy is proposed
in this section. Note that the generator convention is adopted
for the stator current, while the motor convention is adopted
for the rotor current. Meanwhile, variables at the equilibrium
points are denoted with subscript 0.

Based on Fig. 2, the state space model of the VSM can be
described by a fourth-order model as follows:

dxs1
dt
= −ωref + ωr

dxs2
dt
= (ksp1 +

kspi1
s

)(−ωref + ωr )− Ps − D(
xs2
Tj
− ωs)

dxs3
dt
=
xs2
Tj
− ωr

dxs4
dt
= Qref − Qs

(2)

where ksp1 and k
s
pi1 are the proportional and integrating gains

of the active power controller, respectively. The output phase
angle θr and amplitude Ur can be obtained byθr = ωbx

s
3

Ur = (ksq1 +
ksqi1
s

)(Qref − Qs)
(3)

where ksq1 and k
s
qi1 are the proportional and integrating gains

of the reactive power controller, respectively.
Due to the fact that the overall system model is built in a

unified d-q coordinates, the generated voltage vector Urabc
in polar coordinates needs to be transformed into the unified
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d-q coordinates. The relationships of the voltage vector in
different coordinates have been illustrated in Fig. 4. The
αr -βr reference frame is fixed on the rotor and it rotates at
the rotor speed ωr . ϕ is the angle difference between the
rotating d-q and the static reference frame, while θ rr refers
to the space angle of the rotor. The components Urα and Urβ
can be described as{

Urα = Ur cos θr
Urβ = Ur sin θr

(4)

Linearizing (4), we have[
1Urα
1Urβ

]
=

[
cos θr0 − sin θr0
sin θr0 cos θr0

] [
1Ur

Ur01θr

]
(5)

Furthermore, Urd and Urq can be written as[
Urd
Urq

]
=

[
cos(ϕ − θ rr ) sin(ϕ − θ rr )
− sin(ϕ − θ rr ) cos(ϕ − θ rr )

] [
Urα
Urβ

]
(6)

similarly, (6) can be linearized as[
1Urd
1Urq

]
=

[
cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0) sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0)
− sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0) cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0)

] [
1Urα
1Urβ

]
−

[
sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0) − cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0)
cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0) sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0)

]
×

[
Urα0
Urβ0

]
(1ϕ −1θ rr ) (7)

Substituting (5) into (7), we have[
1Urd
1Urq

]
=

[
cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0 − θr0) sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0 − θr0)
− sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0 − θr0) cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0 − θr0)

]
×

[
1Ur
Ur01θr

]
−

[
sin(ϕ0 − θ rr0 − θr0)
cos(ϕ0 − θ rr0 − θr0)

]
×(1ϕ −1θ rr )Ur0 (8)

where
d1ϕ
dt
= 0,

d1θ rr
dt
= 1ωr (9)

It has to be pointed out that the choice of the d-q reference
frame here is actually arbitrary since the VSM strategy has
no oriented vector control. Therefore, in order to reduce the
computational burden, q-axis is fixed on the terminal voltage
when system is operating at the equilibrium points.

Considering the rotor current limit, the actual rotor excita-
tion voltage components in the d-q frame is given by[

1U c
rd

1U c
rq

]
=

[
1Urd
1Urq

]
− Rv

[
1ird
1irq

]
(10)

Using (2)-(10), the state space model of the VSM can be
established.

IV. SMALL SIGNAL STABILITY ANALYSIS
The small-signal stability analysis model for the wind farm
system in Fig. 1 can be briefly represented by a 21-order state-
space model as follows:{

1Ẋ = A1X + B1Y
1Y = C1X + D1Y

(11)

Y is an vector of the algebraic variables while X contains
the state variables of the system as follows:

X =
[
Xline,Xg,Xmass,XDC ,XRSC ,XGSC

]T (12)

Xline and Xg represent the dynamics of the network and the
induction generator, respectively. The two-mass shaft Xmass
andDC-linkXDC can be described by a third-order and a first-
order model, respectively. XRSC represents the VSM con-
troller in the RSC from (2) to (10), while XGSC represents the
dynamics of the GSC. Eliminating Y , (11) can be rewritten as

1Ẋ = Asys1X (13)

where Asys = A + B(I − D)−1C . Each complex root of the
coefficient matrix Asys represents a system mode σ ± jω.
For VSM control, the major system modes and their par-

ticipating states are listed In Table 1, where the wind speed
is 9 m/s and the compensation level is 60%. The values of
the controller parameters are listed in Table 4 in Appendix.
It can be seen that in this case, the SSR mode has a positive
real part and the frequency of oscillation is around 37Hz.
The SSR mode is not only affected by network dynamics
(id , iq, vcd , vcq), but also the voltage behind a transient reac-
tance (eds, eqs), which are related to the rotor excitation. There
is also a super-synchronous resonance (Super-SR) mode,
whose frequency is symmetrical to the SSR frequency. Par-
ticipating factors of these two modes are listed in Table 5 in
Appendix. Moreover, it is found that the VSM controller has
its own mode, which is related to the state variables xs2, x

s
3

according to participating factor analysis (around 0.5047 and
0.4991, respectively). This mode has a low frequency and its
real part are mainly affected by the value of D and Tj.

TABLE 1. Modes of wind farm with the VSM strategy.

In order to have a better understanding, modes from
the VC-based system in the same scenario are provided
in Table 2. The detailed mathematic model of the wind farm
with VC strategy can be found in [30]. It can be seen that
the shaft mode is only related to its own shaft dynamics
ωt , θtw, ωr and its frequency is close to that of the VSM-
controller mode. The SSR mode has a smaller real part and
the frequency of oscillation is close to that in the wind farm
with VSM. Besides, it is found that the PLL in the VC has its
own mode and does not have major effects on the SSR mode
(around 0.0008).

VOLUME 7, 2019 118705
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TABLE 2. Modes of wind farm with the VC strategy.

V. COMPARISON OF TWO CONTROL STRATEGIES
ON SSR MODE
In this section, dynamics of SSR in the VSM-basedwind farm
are analyzed further under different conditions, and compared
to those in the wind farm with the conventional VC.

A. UNDER DIFFERENT SERIES COMPENSATION LEVELS
It is well known that the series compensation level, which
can be represented by k , is one of the major factors that
significantly affect the SSR mode. In Fig. 5, responses
of the wind farm active power under different compensa-
tion levels (60%, 40% and 20%) at a fixed wind speed
(Vm = 9 m/s) are shown. Meanwhile, results of the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of each oscillation are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. For the two strategies, it can be observed that
with the series compensation level decreased, oscillation fre-
quency becomes greater, while the corresponding amplitude
is gradually reduced. When at a same compensation level,
e.g., 40%, the oscillation amplitude of the wind farm with
VSM is greater than that of the wind farm with VC, indicat-
ing a weaker damping. Particularly, it is noticed that when
the compensation level is decreased to 20%, the VC-based
system becomes stable and SSR will not happen anymore,
while the VSM-based system still suffers from SSR. These
FFT and simulation results indicate that the wind farm with

FIGURE 5. Responses of active power under different compensation
levels.

FIGURE 6. Results of FFT analysis: (a) in wind farm with VC and (b) in
wind farm with VSM.

VSM control has a worse performance than the wind farm
with VC at same compensation levels.

The above conclusion can also be verified by eigenvalue
analysis. Movements of the SSR mode under different com-
pensation levels are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that with
the compensation level increased from 1% to 80%, the SSR
mode of the wind farm with the two strategies moves towards

FIGURE 7. Movements of SSR mode under different series compensation
levels.
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the right-half plane. When beyond a critical point (around
28% and 18% respectively), the mode goes into the right half-
plane and the system is not stable any more. Obviously, it can
be found that the mode of the wind farm with VSM moves
faster than that of the wind farmwith VC, indicating a weaker
damping and a higher sensitivity to compensation levels. All
of these comparisons demonstrate the worse performance of
VSM strategy on SSR,which is consistent with the simulation
results.

B. UNDER DIFFERENT CONTROLLER PARAMETERS
For the VSM control, movements of the SSR mode under
different values of Tj, ksq1, k

s
qi1 and Rv are shown in Fig. 8,

where Vm = 9 m/s and k = 60%. The impacts of ksp1, k
s
pi1 and

D are not presented in this figure because when their values
are changed, SSRmode almost remains relativelymotionless.
Therefore, they can be considered as having little effect on
the SSR mode. It can be seen from the figure that Tj and ksqi1
affect the mode slightly while ksq1 can move the mode to the
right-hand side quickly when it is increased from 0.1 to 1.
The SSR mode can locates at the left half-plane when Rv is
decreased from 1.5 to 0.1. Moreover, it is noticed that the
oscillation frequency can be changed with the variation of
Rv and ksq1. The reason is that the converters in DFIG act as
‘inductive or capacitive reactance’ under different parameter
values, ultimately resulting in a change of system resonant
frequency.

FIGURE 8. Movements of SSR mode based on different parameters in
the VSM.

In order to further study the impacts of Rv and ksq1, and find
out the SSR stable area, a three-dimensional diagram with
the real part of eigenvalue σ as z-axis is provided in Fig. 9.
It can be seen that the surface is divided into a stable and an
unstable area by a zero-plane when varying Rv and ksq1 from
0.1 to 1.5 and 0.1 to 2 respectively. The SSR is expected to
be avoided when selecting the values of Rv and ksq1 from the
stable area.

This conclusion can be confirmed by simulations
in Fig. 10 (a). It can be seen that when the parameters are
chosen from the stable area, e.g. Rv = 0.15 and ksq1 = 0.5,
the system is stable and SSR doesn’t happen. However, with

FIGURE 9. Movements of SSR mode under different Rv and ks
q1.

FIGURE 10. Responses of the active power under different Rv and ks
q1.

the selected parameters close to the unstable area, the wind
farm becomes weaker. Till the parameters are chosen from
the unstable area, SSR is triggered.

It is known that Rv is designed to limit the rotor cur-
rent transients. The smaller the value of Rv, the weaker the
control of rotor current. When Rv decreases to an enough
small value, the control system will become unstable. For
example, when a small change of Rv from 0.1 to 0.08 happens
at 8s in Fig. 10 (b), the wind farm system is out of control.
Therefore, the adjusting range of Rv exists limitations.

For the conventional VC, results become different. There
are three parameters that have significant impacts on the
SSR mode according to Fig. 11. kp2, kq1 and kq2 are the
proportional gains of active and reactive power controllers,
respectively. When they are increased from 0.1 to 4, the SSR
mode is moved to the right greatly, and kq1 and kq2 obvi-
ously make the mode move faster than kp2. The oscillation
frequency also becomes greater with the increase of kp2, kq1
and kq2. Moreover, it can be seen that kp2, kq1 and kq2 have

VOLUME 7, 2019 118707
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FIGURE 11. Movements of SSR mode under different PI controller
parameters.

the capability to make the mode locate at the left half-plane.
Therefore, another three-dimensional diagram with the same
z-axis is shown in Fig. 12, where kq1 and kq2 in the range
of 0.1 and 2 are set as the x-axis and y-axis respectively.
Similarly, stable and unstable areas divided by a zero-plane
can also be observed. When another parameter kp2 is changed
between 0.2 and 3.5, the surfaces gradually move up or down
and the size of the stable areas changes as well. Simulation
results in Fig. 13 are presented to verify the eigenvalue anal-
ysis results. SSR is easily triggered in the first curves, where
the parameters are chosen from the unstable area. With the
selected parameters move close to the stable area, the oscilla-
tions become weaker. Till the parameters are chosen from the
stable area, e.g., kp2 = 1kq1 = 0.3 and kq2 = 0.3, the system
indeed becomes stable.

FIGURE 12. Movements of SSR mode under different kp2, kq1 and kq2.

The above eigenvalue analysis and simulation results have
confirmed that there are three parameters in the VC and
only two in the VSM that can be regulated to avoid SSR.
The adjusting range of virtual resistance Rv in the VSM has
limitations. By contrast, the SSR stable areas in the VC-based
system are more flexible due to their wider adjusting range.

It should be pointed out that Rv are related to the control
of the rotor current, whose dynamics significantly affect the
SSR. The VC has a more control capability for rotor current

FIGURE 13. Responses of active power under different kp2, kq1 and kq2.

than the VSM, which mainly contributes to its better perfor-
mance on SSR mitigation by adjusting controller parameters.

C. UNDER DIFFERENT WIND SPEEDS
Wind speed is another factor that significantly affects the SSR
mode. Dynamic responses of the active power under different
wind speeds (9 m/s, 10.5 m /s and 12 m/s) based on VSM
and VC strategies are shown in Fig. 14, respectively, where
k = 60%. It can be seen that at the same wind speed, e.g.,
9m/s, the power fluctuation range of thewind farmwithVSM
are greater than that of the wind farm with VC. With wind
speed increased from 9 m/s to 12 m/s, the system damping is
lightly increased and the oscillation frequency is decreased.
When wind speed approaches 12 m/s, the wind farm system
with VC becomes stable and no oscillation happens any
more. By contrast, for the VSM control strategy, even if the
wind speed is 12, the system still suffers from SSR. These
simulation results suggest that with the same wind speed, the
VC-based system can perform better than the VSM-based
system in terms of SSR.

FIGURE 14. Responses of the active power under different wind speeds.

Same conclusion can also be drawn according to the eigen-
value analysis. Movements of the SSR mode based on these
two strategies are illustrated in Fig. 15. It can be seen that
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FIGURE 15. Movements of SSR mode under different wind speeds based
on VC and VSM strategy.

with the wind speed increased from 7 m/s to 13 m/s, the real
part of the eigenvalue and oscillation frequency of the SSR
mode are decreased. Meanwhile, the SSR mode in the VC-
based system will locate at the left-half plane when the wind
speed approaches around 12 m/s, while the modes in the
VSM-based system are still at the right-half plane.

VI. CONCLUSION
The dynamics of SSR in VSM-based wind farms under dif-
ferent operational conditions were analyzed in this paper
by conducting eigenvalue analysis and dynamic simulations.
Compared to conventional VC, it was found that SSR is more
likely to be triggered in wind farms with VSMwhen at a same
compensation level. Besides, there are mainly two controller
parameters in the VSM that can be used to avoid SSR, and
the adjusting range of these two parameters has limitations.
Whenwind speed increases to 12m/s, SSR can be triggered in

TABLE 3. Parameters of network and DFIG.

the VSM-based system, but does not happen in the VC-based
wind farms. These analysis results have confirmed better
performance of VC thanVSM in terms of SSR inDFIG-based
wind farms. This is because VSM has almost sacrificed the
detailed transient control of the rotor current. More research
efforts on the impacts of VSM on SSR in other applications,
such as HVDC transmission systems and PMSG-based wind
energy systems, etc. are needed.

APPENDIX
See Tables 3–5.

TABLE 4. Parameters of the controller in VC and VSM.

TABLE 5. Participating factors of modes in VSM and VC.
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